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1. SURVEY DETAILS
An online survey for Babraham residents was open from 21st December to 24th January 2022 (5 weeks). There
were 72 responses (plus two duplicate or error responses) which equates to 34% of Babraham Parish residents
and 38% of households (electoral role – 214 adults from 150 households).

2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Future Housing Development

To see respondents’ comments on this question, go to Section: 3.i. FUTURE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
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To see respondents’ comments on this question, go to Section: 3.i. FUTURE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT

To see respondents’ comments on this question, go to Section: 3.i. FUTURE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
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To see respondents’ comments on this question, go to Section: 3.i. FUTURE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT

Environment and green spaces

To see respondents’ comments on this question, go to Section: 3.ii. ENVIRONMENT AND GREEN SPACES
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To see respondents’ comments on this question, go to Section: 3.ii. ENVIRONMENT AND GREEN SPACES

Transport infrastructure

To see respondents’ comments on this question, go to Section: 3.iii. TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE
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To see respondents’ comments on this question, go to Section: 3.iii. TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

Amenities

To see respondents’ comments on this question, go to Section: 3.iv. AMENITIES
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To see respondents’ comments on this question, go to Section: 3.iv. AMENITIES

Business development

To see respondents’ comments on
these questions, go to Section:
3.v. BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
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3. FULL RESULTS AND RESPONDENTS’ COMMENTS
3.i. FUTURE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT

This question was also followed up by a clarification question:
‘Please tell us what you mean by your answer (if you answered low, medium or high, what does that mean to
you?)’
Respondents who answered ‘No more housing developments’ also added these comments:
•

No more housing, plenty in Sawston, Babraham too small for more

•

I do not want any more houses built in this area. It is highly populated already. Develop please north of
England and create infrastructure there, move some companies there. If is no balance in what you do.

•

We are surrounded by new development and more to come from the Institute and the Farm

•

No houses

•

This village is large enough at the moment. Ok, in a few years’ time Babraham won’t exist as it will be called
Sawston as we all know that Cheveley Park Farms want to recoup their massive investment

•

Don’t want any more development

•

No more new houses to be built

Respondents answering: ‘Existing site redevelopment only, no new’ added ‘Other’ and/or clarification
comments:
•

[Other] Housing estates recently presented by Cheveley Farms especially to be avoided: too many houses,
taking up fertile land needed for food-production, especially objected to as represents devious profiteering
against proper planning for climate change. [Clarification] Huge housing provision responds to central
government City Deal which has created manipulative Maladministration, using Optioneering illegally to
reverse proper planning procedure for the benefit of protecting fertility of land itself and the needs of the
planet. This selfish, short-term greed is what exacerbates imbalance and dis-ease, causes climate change
disasters and should be prosecuted, (but is not technically against the law). The whole planning process is so
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corrupted it is already leading to drought, will lead to famine and starvation of the poorer families in the
future. Disgraceful!
•

Need to keep countryside/green belt as it is today

•

Preserving the character of the village while supplying new housing

•

Babraham is a unique village with a unique historical and agricultural heritage which is already being eroded
by encroachment by building into the Parish from Sawston, the guided busway and park and ride
development. To maintain these attributes, further building in the Parish should be minimised.

•

No new development on green spaces

•

I would much prefer the integrity of the village to remain intact.

•

I like the small village and think that building on it will be not only detrimental to the environment but also
the aesthetic image of the village

•

brown sites redevelopment, chicken farm, unused farm buildings

Respondents who answered: ‘Low level of development’ added these comments as ‘Other’ and/or clarification:
•

[Other] Brownfield Sites. [Clarification] Oak Lane 11 houses matched alongside 11 houses alongside
brownfield poultry units primarily substantial family housing units upward 4/5 bedrooms private ownership

•

[Other] Option for self builds by the local community. [Clarification] Low - under 75 houses

•

[Other] Best as one-off additional houses, no developments. [Clarification] Occasional additional plots or split
and rebuild of current, done separately (no multiple developments looking much the same, say 3-5 extra
households a year

•

I think that small sensitively designed developments (e.g. less than 20 houses) around the village would be
acceptable (if these were in keeping with existing rural character) and careful redevelopment of existing sites
(e.g. The Close) for planned sustainable expansion of the Babraham Research Campus. NOT 3000 houses
and associated unsustainable growth.

•

Small amount of additional housing added and maybe a local shop. Nothing that would cause to much
disruption to the village

•

4-11 houses in total

•

Low development would be a few houses that blend into the village as it is

•

Identification of brownfield sites for self-build or small builders (sites for 1-2 homes). Improvement of substandard housing (council and BRC owned), but not increasing the numbers of homes on those sites.

•

Small expansion around the village e.g. 50 to 100 new homes maximum

•

Brownfield/redevelopment of existing structures e.g. barns. Maybe some small ‘in fill’ development of max 510 units.

•

I feel the small field next to Oak Lane would be suitable for a small development on the same standard of
housing.

•

As needed by existing residents’ families as they grow up or need to downsize

•

10% increase over 10 years

•

A development similar to Oak Lane would be acceptable. No more than that!

•

Up to 50 new homes

•

small number of additional houses, with minimal impact on the village in terms of traffic and additional
needs such as schools

•

A small number of houses
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•

More housing to utilise school and pub

•

Possibly another small development like the one on the Babraham roadside but as little as possible

•

Up to 50 new homes seems reasonable, ideally on site adjacent to the village & done in a way sympathetic to
the villages character.

•

Oak Lane 11 houses matched alongside 11 houses alongside brownfield poultry units primarily substantial
family housing units upward 4/5 bedrooms private ownership

•

Low level of housing means only new-build specifically located according to need: i.e. within Babraham
Research Institute to serve jobs provided by the Research Institute as need arises, and not more, and NOT in
housing estates between Babraham and Sawston: preserve the Green Belt and Reinforce it.

•

Medium level meaning some brown fill sites, not on green belt

•

To me, this is the small-scale additional building of existing residential roads (for example on The Close, and
perhaps Oak Lane), replacement or new builds on the vacant plots. It does NOT mean building on the fields
around Home farm, or filling in the fields between Sawston and Babraham

•

E.g. Housing on part of the Babraham Science Park

•

Occasional additional plots or split and rebuild of current, done separately (no multiple developments looking
much the same, say 3-5 extra households a year

•

I answered low and I mean the village can sustainably grow a fraction of its current size, let’s say max 1/4 or
1/3 extra.

•

Infill and some development in the Close. Also, the old hen houses if residents local to those hen houses are
in agreement

•

Up to 20 houses on brown field sites where possible

•

Keep Babraham a small village

•

Affordable housing for local families making use of brown field sites if available

•

Low - under 75 houses

Respondents who answered: ‘Moderate level of development’ added comments as ‘Other’ and/or clarification:
•

I think it would be good for Babraham to have a larger community. Medium = another c.500 houses

•

One or two small developments in the same style as Oak Lane, close to the village.

•

Another development like Oak Lane in the small field behind there.

•

I expect that with the proximity of the village to major hubs of employment and Cambridge City, housing on
existing commercial/private land and brown sites will develop in response to increasing demand for housing.
Moderate means seeing new housing projects being proposed every 1-2 years.

•

Affordable homes

•

Moderate expansion to enable the village to grow and support enhanced facilities such as a larger school,
village hall, allotments etc.

•

More Affordable housing or 100 housing type developments

•

I wouldn’t object if a reasonable amount of new housing was proposed

Respondents who only answered ‘Other’ wrote:
•

Housing that supports the needs of the local people in the village, inclusive of truly affordable, social housing
mix in conformance with the SCDC 2018 adopted local plan and mindful of the emerging GP local plan.

•

Only high-quality, low-density housing on old farm building site
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Respondents who answered ‘Other’ said
•

Any new houses should not adversely affect the setting of current buildings within the Parish

•

Build size according to need: e.g. hostel accommodation in BRI for overnight stay to allow weekly commuting

•

Some affordable bungalows for elderly/disabled plus some 3-bedroom houses in keeping with village

Respondents answering ‘Other’ said:
•

A mix of different types, including self-build. No rental, the Institute provides enough rental properties for
workers based in Babraham

•

Private ownership

•

Social housing

•

Babraham Institute/Campus

•

Plus some normal private sector family homes
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•

I think we have a fair split currently so not really fussed

•

Rental accommodation would mean poorer people would be able to get out of Cambridge and move to a
slightly more rural area

Respondents who also answered ‘Other’ said:
•

Not destroying the green belt

•

All of the above ensuring viability is proven to deliver 40% affordable housing in accordance with the NPPF to
meet the needs of increased population. Important that essential infrastructure is agreed through
conditioning and S106. Delivered in a timely manner., managed , monitored and enforced by the local
authorities.

•

No option to say not at all. I don’t want a shop or manufactured green spaces

•

Putting green spaces in with village shop is not a valid question since I agree with one not the other

Respondents who provided more details on what development elements were important to them, answered:
•

It would be difficult to align the style of the new houses with the existing character of the village. Controlling
any additional traffic is very important.

•

It is very important that any development takes into account and mitigates the impacts that it may have on
reducing green space, taxing water resources, exacerbating climate change and reducing biodiversity.
Currently regional planning responsible for housing and for transport is separated, leading to lack of joined
up thinking or holistic planning.

•

No more houses

•

No more housing or transport is needed, which will disrupt green spaces and impact health and safety.

•

I am disgusted by the out-of-date planning law, which has allowed profiteering to overwhelm best practice
for the future needs of land, carbon reduction, preserving water resources, healthy woodlands and rural
landscape quality. All quality has been lost if the busway goes ahead and housing proceeds as planned. Ugh!

•

Think about access to work school doctors before you build. So far you only build without thinking. Look what
is going on kn Babraham due to developments of houses in Sawston. Roads closed, traffic lights in place
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which makes journey longer. They start the major works during school time. Can they do it during school
holidays. Where is the common sense.
•

A really well planned village with innovative approach to roads and the environment.

•

We already have to travel by car to the nearest shop, more houses will mean more residents driving to
Sawston making the already busy high street even busier. I wouldn't want to see the school grow much
more, but as the majority of pupils are from Sawston,it should be need to grow even if there is more housing
as it will become more no populated by Babraham residents.

•

Since the Saxons invented The Village protection of rural village life is essential for our English Heritage. Both
Italy and France respect and protect architecture and land and its people and the global economy enjoy and
benefit the fruits of their labour. Family life is important when considering community village life less is
more!

•

If the Park & Ride is to be built (heaven for bid) then we must try and control the damage to the village which
will be considerable. We must not sell ourselves short for the sake of a shop or other amenities as they are
just down the road in Sawston

•

All development should be aligned with the exsiting character of the village, however the most important
issue is the Mitigation measures... so that traffic and infrastructure (school places etc) keep up with any
additional residences.

•

Housing development should be in keeping with properties in Babraham. I would have thought that current
legislation would make sure that they are eco friendly and have a proportion with disabled access

3.ii. ENVIRONMENT AND GREEN SPACES

A follow up question was asked:
‘Please feel free to comment on your response, or tell us the environmental aspects of Babraham Parish that
are particularly important to you’
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Respondents who commented on what was important to them answered:
•

We moved here because of the rural character and the ability to be out in nature (ancient woodlands, not
just fields) easily. It's really important to me to be able to access the Roman Road, which links us up - offroad
- to Wandlebury Country Park, Gog Magog hills, The Gog Farm shop.

•

I think it’s important to maintain the natural environment as much as possible for the physical and mental
health benefits that it provides for the residents of Babraham and nearby villages e.g. Sawston and
Pampisford

•

We need to protect the countryside and not develop any of the surrounding fields into housing or anything
else.

•

All historic and natural un developed spaces critical to maintaining rural nature and conservation status.
Natural fields, woods, river etc are critical to maintaining biological diversity and stopping climate change
issues

•

Babraham’s woodlands and water meadow are very important. Standards of rural regeneration are being
ruined by Urban-focussed, professionally-unqualified and un-approved Arboricultural contractors pollarding
trees, planting without age/health/quality survey information giving information on needs for renewal of
woodlands.

•

Let us keep the heritage of green spaces and architecture and not destroy the fields by unnecessary busways
and additional huge housing projects.

•

Countryside and rural walks in and around the village and the natural setting.

•

We are fortunate to have lovely walks and so much, bird and wildlife around us.

•

We can't destroy everything for sake of new houses. Once we get rid of green land it will be lost forever.

•

The freedom to have beautiful countryside walks and see all the amazing wildlife it attracts.

•

We can achieve a balance of village expansion with sensitive environment and landscape views

•

Babraham's open landscape windows, open parkland setting, wildlife habitats (river systems, riverine habitat
corridors, floodplain grasslands and ancient water meadows) must be preserved.

•

Ability to access and enjoy open informal green space and wider countryside for tranquility and wellbeing.

•

Babraham is desirable because of the green spaces and views

•

12th to 19th century architecture/Babraham Estate wall/Forestry/Farming protected within the Landscape as
a source of pollution control and crop production/River Granta/Canal/Watermeadow/Boundaries Worsted or
Wool Street/Icknield Way.

•

Chalkland vulnerability, Rural farmland between Necklace Villages, Farmland penetrating to the centre of
Cambridge City. Woodland setting and Farmland remaining viable and protecting water resources.

•

Babraham and the River Granta are a haven for wildlife in South Cambridgeshire. I am a Babraham resident
and ornithologist at Cambridge University and the wildlife habitat around Babraham was a major factor in
our decision to move here.

•

We need to protect our Green spaces (belt) otherwise what were they set up for in the first place. Cheveley
Park Farm own a huge area of our Parish, they want to destroy it . . . some farmers. All they are interested in
is the money not our village and Parish

•

Access for long walks, and cycling. To me, the open spaces and woodland surrounds, with the Granta river
flowing through, are all part of the fabric of the village.

•

By “green fields” I would include woodland - the fields to Sawston are dull and ugly.

•

The ability to walk alongside the Granta, beautiful views, would be nice to screen out the Babraham Institute
Buildings with planting of trees to keep the rural aspect
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•

These make Babraham a joy to live in and must be protected

•

Where’s the water meadow? You’re asking about something people don’t know about so invalid question

Respondents could also answer ‘Other’. A follow up question was also included. ‘Please feel free to elaborate
on your response, or tell us about specific enhancements you would like to see’
Respondents who clarified their ‘Other’ comment, elaborated on their response, or added specific things, said:
•

[Other] The Granta River in the Parish is clearly a stressed river system under too much pressure from
abstraction and local development. I'd like to see it managed holistically (across landowners) by
environmentalists so that it is cleaner, freer flowing and better for wildlife and swimming. [Follow up] River;
swimming lake; more habitats for wildlife that are protected from development. Better protection for the
Greenbelt.

•

I had a look at the CSET details and it seems that a new solar farm is planned between the approved travel
hub and A1307. I find it unjustifiable to convert a perfectly usable agricultural land into a solar farm. Electric
vehicle charging point would be useful for the village.

•

Electric charging points would be welcome. solar energy projects - no, if this means large/medium scale solar
panels on farm land.

•

Improvement in maintenance of rural quality of woodlands. They are becoming poorer for wildlife (birds
can’t nest in pollarded trees. Those beside the primary school are appalling: obviously done by amateurs to
ward off an unreal imagined fear of falling branches. The trees were healthy). The children have been
deprived of a real educational interest in bird-watching.

•

[Other] Renewable energy options where ever possible including wind turbines and ground heat exchangers

•

[Other] Wildlife protection by preserving the fields, hills and forests

•

I think we already have lovely walks around the village. The walk by the river / institute land is a nature park..
Which is enough at the present time.

•

I do feel there should be a playground/ play park for all age children.
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•

Preserve nature in its natural state, no need for enhancement …

•

[Other] It is important that the natural enhancements are community led rather that developer led. It is also
important that the Babraham NP steering group ensure that green spaces especially the Cambridge Green
Belt Land are not sacrificed as compensation the proposed economic growth in the Greater Cambridge
emerging local plan.

•

[Other] Tennis Courts alongside Cricket Ground/Green Space ie Babraham Institute/NatureReserve Water
meadow/River Granta protected and maintained/cycle/footpath to Abington maintained.

•

[Other] I'd like Babraham Institute to be open to village residents and used as a community asset. [Follow up]
Improved landscape management to enhance rural character.

•

[Other] Just to note I am especially interested in a local nature reserve

•

Of course I would want these better than a tarmac Park and Ride and busway

•

I am excited for the potential of the Community forest garden, and feel much more effort should be brought
to bear to gain access to at least a proportion of the Research Institute grounds (which are accessible to the
5000 or so employees, yet dubiously not made available to the 200 or so village residents).

•

I don’t think Babraham needs to put in a significant effort to improve nature spaces for PEOPLE to enjoy, I
think we should focus on renewable sources of power and wildlife habitats

•

[Other] Renewable energy for free electric for all residents

•

[Other] A sports field for everyone’s use, not just the cricket team

3.iii. TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE
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Those who answered ‘I do not support the existing scheme’ also added these comments:
•

I fail to see any benefit of the proposed CSET phase 2 scheme for Babraham residents and for the general traffic
reduction along A1307. I travel on a daily basis to Addenbrooke's and there are very few days [without] a traffic
jam between Babraham and the existing P&R facility on Babraham road (only 4 miles away from the proposed
'travel hub'). The congestion usually starts after the P&R roundabout and I can't see how another P&R near
Babraham could solve this problem. While I mainly drive, I use the bus occasionally - it takes 7-9 minutes to
reach Addenbrooke’s and the bus stop is close to the village. The two nearest proposed bus stops would be 1520 minutes away (walking) from the village and the journey time to Addenbrooke’s with the proposed busway
would be around 20 minutes. It simply doesn't make any sense to travel this way. All of the bus stops along the
proposed busway are located outside the villages and won't benefit the existing residents. The new busway
might be of some benefit only for commuters from Haverhill, but even this is questionable, as the journey time
to Cambridge (Addenbrooke's) will be longer than the existing options at present. However, the proposed
busway is likely to be used as an excuse for large scale developments along it all the way to Cambridge. Natural
habitats for the wildlife will be destroyed, as well perfectly usable farmland.

•

Waste of money, no benefit for the current residents and employees in Babraham and the villages along the
busway, opens the opportunity for urban sprawl all the way between Babraham and Cambridge.

•

There is no need for the park and ride in Babraham and building it will destroy this small rural village in a
conservation zone

•

The busway has proceeded illegally (it offends against seven out of eight points of the Rule of Law) by deciding
the solution first and not considering other options of answering the problem for the conservation benefit of the
land itself. Haverhill railway is the best physical option (infrastructure already provided, sole use/function), but
greedy developers and corrupt government/planning officials (see Private Eye article on GCP Accounts
deception: deficit reported as approx. 30% below actual debt, based on accounting malpractice)

•

This project would directly cut right into the fields and countryside

•

Very detrimental to the village

•

Too intrusive

•

This transport plan does not bring any added value to the already existing transport net. Firstly, this is disruptive
to the landscape and secondly, I would not walk 20 minutes and have additional 20 minutes to get to
Addenbrooke’s, while with bus 13 in 10 minutes I am reaching Addenbrooke’s!

•

I am 100% opposed to the entire scheme for a travel hub and busway. The Council should be improving existing
public transport provision rather than a hugely expensive destruction of countryside and Babraham village.

•

Brown route has a huge negative impact on the residents and can see no reason why the pink route couldn't be
adopted.

•

The nearest bus stops of the existing CSET travel scheme are too far away from the village and will be impractical
to use by the village residents. Huge damage to the green belt not justified.

•

Too intrusive

•

I feel there could be an alternative route, e.g. alongside the present road or use Rowley Lane.

•

The proposed travel hub is a glorified P&R for cars from Haverhill with no benefit for the residents of Babraham.
The travel hub would be used by developers like CPF to push for thousands of houses along the route.

•

I worry about the impact on the village and surrounds- environmental, noise, light, character, etc.

•

The Babraham Travel Hub would be of very limited benefit for the village. The proposed bus stop is far away
from the village, the time needed to reach the hospital using the new bus route would be at least double the
time using the existing bus service along A1307

•

Bridge will be seen from village High Street, build on geese migration land.

•

Prefer the pink route
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•

gives no indication of how traffic would access the hub or impact on A1307 roundabout

•

Don’t need it

•

The route cuts across the fields when it foul easily and cost effectively go around them

•

The brown route cuts across Babraham's open fields and the historical and agricultural importance of these
would be destroyed.

•

I support sustainable travel, but don't believe that a Park and Ride travel hub is the answer to any transport
question at present. Better public transport that carries people door to door (good bus lanes) and smooth, safe
cycle paths encouraging electric bikes/trikes is better. The CSET Travel Hub should not have been located on
Greenbelt, which is high quality agricultural farmland that really needs to be used for local food production,
green space for health and wellbeing and wildlife refuges. Given there was an existing site (Four Wentways)
with existing transport infrastructure that needed revitalizing, the siting of the Travel Hub is a very poor decision
and, frankly, I think it disguises a political agenda to facilitate large-scale housing development, which will ruin
the landscape, biodiversity value and rural character of this Parish. I also think the nature of GCP engagement is
appalling (engagement for a box ticking exercise alone, as local Parish requests for change have been dismissed
repeatedly) and Mott MacDonald activities are poor quality, leading to shortcuts and lack of robust evidence
base for decision making.

•

The brown route is carving up the village, the pink route would be preferable. I'm generally in favour of
improving transport and I'm not against the park and ride IF it is affordable! The current cost of buses does not
encourage us to leave our cars at home.

•

Goes too near my house

•

Loss of green field, unsightly bridge over river

•

I would prefer not to see Babraham as a travel hub

•

It will ruin our countryside - a blot on our landscape and no use to villagers as too far away

•

I have serious concerns about the visual and environmental effects of the travel hub, but if the project must go
ahead, I strongly prefer the proposed pink variant route over the brown route.

•

The siting of the P & R and guided busway are in Greenbelt land and should not be covered over by tarmac. It
will ruin a picturesque village and impact on surrounding countryside. It will cause congestion on the high street
due traffic stoppages caused by buses.

•

I am firmly against any Babraham Travel Hub Scheme Brown/Pink/Discarded Pink! The A1307 requires more
buses from Linton/Haverhill/expansion of Babraham Park & Ride going ahead/cycle path Babraham to
Cambridge improved 2021 alongside A1307 sufficient.

•

I consider that there has been insufficient preparatory landscape survey and proper EIA assessment for
planetary necessities (especially water resources and fertile soils lost to sea level rises) and no consideration of
these global environmental impacts locally before any City Deal, Transport Infrastructure, or Local Plan initiatives
commenced. The whole plan is the wrong thing at the wrong time, which self-imposed failure is proven and
exacerbated by the Covid-19 pandemic. Procedures are corrupt, solely ego-centrically profit-driven, and should
be illegal. They are ignoring the most serious dangers and worst challenges of the 21st century: human-caused
Climate Change causing the death of the ecosystem of the planet.

•

I feel with the estimated cost that it is produces a huge risk that it may never work . . . and we already have a
P&R near the Addenbrooke’s site which most will use. Covid, people working from home has changed the whole
dynamic and must be considered.

•

I am appalled at the incompetence of GCP engagement, which often sees wilfully disingenuous. The brown
route is evidently far more visually and environmentally impactful than the alternate pink route(s). As for the
Park and Ride itself... I remain unconvinced of its need, given the changing complexion of working patterns,
especially post-covid. The case for its implementation has been poorly executed and was frustratingly not in the
public domain at the time of route selection; and the consultants (Mott McD) undertaking the public
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consultations have been frankly embarrassing, with a lack of due process and transparency. Candidly, it all
stinks of corruption... far less a holistic transport plan, and more a mechanism to justify extensive housing
developments
•

It is a mad waste of public money! The Guided bus north of Cambridge has been an endless money pit. Coming
back to the proposed Babraham P&R - If the pink route simply used the existing road or shared a new road to
the current T-junction with Sawston to Babraham, it would cut down on the surface area of roadway. It would
solve the horrific state that the current road is in. It would filter traffic off into the P&R without first forcing it
through the heavily congested Four-Wentways roundabout. It would improve the current junction with the
A505.

•

This park and ride crap is nothing but Cambridge office workers wanting to tell the general public what they
want us to have Perhaps people ought to remember that the countryside was there not for people to play in
but a source of food for the country

•

It’s madness to ruin this village with a car park and guided busway. Why didn’t you state what the implications
for this village are? Why it doesn’t take them into the city centre?

•

I do not want a park and ride built in Babraham. Or a travel hub of any kind. A park and ride should be built
nearer to Haverhill where it is actually needed.

Those who answered ‘I somewhat support the existing scheme’ also added these comments:
•

A link is needed and at least it’s further away than the version they tried to sneak in by the cycle path

•

The route should not be running close to the village

Those who answered ‘I fully support the existing scheme’ also added these comments:
•

Because it will help traffic flow into Cambridge and Babraham is a great beneficiary of the attractiveness of
Cambridge to businesses. We need to share in the solution to improve it still more.
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Those who answered ‘I prefer the ‘Pink Variant Route’ clarified their answers by adding these comments:
•

Best use of land; but I am against Park ‘n Ride and Busway in any case

•

This is slightly less bad than the brown route, but does not change my view on the project at all.

•

Much less concrete will be poured over agricultural areas

•

The pink route would be much better for everyone

•

Much better option for the Babraham village residents and can see no reason for not adopting the pink route.

•

More sympathetic to our rural area

•

Slightly less disruptive to my immediate area

•

Further from village

•

I don't want the CSET Scheme at all, but the Pink Variant Route has less impact on the environment, has lower
visual impact for villagers and will not add significantly more to cost or time.

•

Less of an impact of Babraham village and safer

•

It is much more logical.

•

Further away from Babraham

•

Because it goes around the fields and will not impact visual amenity with little impact on cost and travel time

•

The Pink Variant mitigates to some extent the destruction of the unique historical, wildlife and agricultural
aspects of the village which would be destroyed by the Brown route.

•

Don't want a field cut in two and visual impact.

•

If the scheme is aggressively going ahead with development regardless of many objections the Pink route saves
encroachment on farmland heritage water meadows and noise and pollution.

•

If we have to have a Busway and Park 'n Ride, in that place (all without proper process) at least do it with least
damage to the landscape, visually and creating least severance. The pink variant creates least harm and this
should be the preferred option. To create least harm is the BPEO (Best Possible Environmental Option) and
therefore the strategic way forward, legally, which should be properly funded and promoted (if CSET can't be
stopped).

•

I believe the brown route would pose significant risk to the ecology of the River Granta and the Pink Variant
Route would be less damaging

•

Well, if we have to have the P&R at all . . . it would suit Babraham to support the Pink Route

•

The brown route cuts straight across a large field, with a long, raised section that I understand to upwards of 7m
tall, resulting in a 20sec journey reduction. In contrast the pink route follows a previously built transport link,
going around the edge of the field. Extraordinary to do anything different. In addition, the evidently
substandard EIA assessments are tenuous at best in support of one over the other...

•

Further away!

•

Goes around rather than straight through a middle of a field, further away from Babraham

•

It follows the road and doesn’t cut across fields

•

It is further away from the village and so reduces impact on the village

•

Less invasive, less reduction of view

•

I don’t want this eyesore, with no benefit to this village, anywhere.

•

A route straight across a field will be an eyesore
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Those who answered ‘I have no feelings either way’ clarified their answer by adding these comments:
•

We don't need any routes at all!

•

Both routes are bad. The existing CSET travel scheme should be binned.

•

Either route is of no benefit for the village

•

As before do not want a park and ride built in Babraham

Those who answered ‘I don’t wish to comment’ clarified their answer by adding these comments:
•

They're both flawed designs supporting a flawed P&R access...I also wonder if the 'Working From Home'
opportunities that are now prevalent have changed the fundamental need for the scheme!

•

None of the routes I support, I do not support this project as a whole. This project brings no benefit for local
people, while it requires huge resources and will cause disruptions and damage to the landscape, which may
cause health and safety issues.

Those who answered ‘I prefer the Brown Route’ clarified their answer by adding these comments:
•

It’s shorter.

3.iv. AMENITIES
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Some respondents added comments under ‘Other’
•

Zoom communication lessens importance [presumably of the Village meeting facilities]

•

Green spaces very important please do not construct any additional parking, do not destroy the fields with unnecessary busways

•

Babraham Institute/Campus/Cheveley Park Farming/Copley Hill Business Park plethora of economic industry
available with excellent facilities for its workforce

•

Woodland historic estate setting of Babraham village is of prime importance. A woodland species/ age/health
survey is required to guide management of the woodlands around Babraham now being done by contractors not
approved by the Arboricultural Association, and using urban techniques of tree surgery and planting that is
transforming the character of the woodland appearance to its detriment. Put into practice Cambridge-based
Oliver Rackham's 'Trees and Woodlands in the British Countryside' seminal work and restore rural character and
healthy management to woodlands on Babraham Institute and farms.

•

Access to green spaces. I am particularly frustrated at the lack of access by residents to the extensive grounds of
Braham Research Institute, which cites outdated and unjustified security concerns (from a former usage in more
controversial research) as a reason to prevent access to the most attractive green spaces in the village... which
are the key attraction of the place

•

If cricket club split from Sawston would probably play

•

Some respondents added comments under ‘Other’
•

It is really sad that there is no children's play area anymore.

•

Shops not required as it's easy to get to other places locally for that purpose. Children's playground would be
nice but not an essential as we have so many walks to go on instead.

•

No shop as it is not needed, plenty in Sawston, no need to waste space and have more development and
rubbish from the shop blowing around

•

A playground for children. There used to be one many years ago, but it was dismantled.
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•

I'd like recreation areas that appeal to women and children - cricket pitch only useful for Sawston residents it
seems. I'd like to see a tennis court and a swimming lake.

•

Playground please no more houses, no parking allowed on the streets as it is a nightmare to drive through
this village.

•

Basketball hoop

•

The school has good facility for an open-door children’s play area supervised by family members an
opportunity to be improved upon. Babraham Institute could invest in the facility alongside improvements to
the school building.

•

Insufficient priority is given to Conservation of Landscape Character in Planning. The Law needs changing to
preserve water resources, fertile soils, arboricultural heritage especially within the Green Belt, and especially
in view of Climate Change.

•

Of the community facilities listed, a community hall is a priority, alongside children’s play facilities. I
recognise that allotments are popular with many, and it would be a welcome addition. A shop is of least
interest, as it would need to be a going concern, and the envisaged custom probably too little to be
sustainable as a business.

•

No need for play area

•

Places where people can freely meet

•

Good walks in the local area

•

Shop might be useful especially if located on the institute and is a Waitrose as we live in an upmarket area

•

I don’t want any of these but no option to put that. You are forcing me into making responses I don’t want to
make

•

Don’t want any of the above but no option to say that
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Some respondents added comments under ‘Other’
•

Definite need to enforce slower speed limit in the village

•

additional unnecessary business, housing or transport development not needed

•

parking near school can be a problem

•

Road traffic noise HGV s

•

There is an unusual set-up in the village, where a major (new) landowner is a landlord to many dwellings, and
another (the research institute) is also a landlord... yet neither give any indication of being supportive of the
village

•

I have no idea about dog fouling or bins

A follow-up question asked: ‘Please tell us if there are specific things you are concerned about’, to which
people responded:
•

Road safety, crossing the road especially at school run times can be a little concerning with children.\

•

I am particularly concerned by the traffic speed and volume, especially the over-speeding between the junction
to the old entrance of the Institute (opposite The George) and A1307. The approved traffic calming measures do
not include this stretch of the road, which affects 11 houses. There is no pavement on the side of the houses and
crossing the road is really unsafe, as the cars just speed up as soon as they pass the pub.

•

Arboricultural contractors working for Babraham Research Institute are not approved by the Arboricultural
Association professional body. Their knowledge of woodland maintenance is below par, and non-existent in
some cases. Their practical work is below standard. In a university town which produced author of the seminal
work (Trees and Woodlands in the British Countryside by Dr Oliver Rackham, Fellow of Corpus Christi College), is
a disgrace. That this ignorance is demonstrated in Babraham’s casts aspersions on all personnel at the Institute
and the Parish Council over the years.

•

Traffic speed along the high street is not well enough controlled. Especially unsafe at the moment with parents
and children walking and cycling back and forth along the high street to the school. Dog walkers often ignore and
don't pick up their own dog's excrement on paths etc.

•

Converting agricultural activities into real estate developments

•

Increased traffic in the village and speeding

•

Cars and lorries speeding through the village and up to Sawston.

•

Safety

•

Dogs owners are the worst possible. Not only they leave the dogs running freely but they do not collect the
poos. It is gross. The dogs should not be allowed here especially that people drive from miles away to walk the
dogs. We can't go for a walk with children as they always end up stepping into dog’s residue.

•

The amount of cars parked in the village at times also near the school.

•

I am very concerned about the proposed ‘vision’ by CPF. It’s more of a nightmare than a vision…

•

The A11 is already noticeable in the winter and I worry about more exposure to the light/sound/pollution in that
direction

•

parking near school

•

Bags used to hold dog faeces left everywhere is really annoying

•

Not many drivers pay attention to the speed warning, I'm sure many don't actually care. The parking at the
school is always a problem, but with the majority of pupils coming from Sawston it's inevitable. Maybe some sort
of walking/riding bus scheme from Sawston could work.
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•

Effect of the expansion of Babraham Institute, CSET, guided busway and P& R

•

Loss of productive farmland; destruction of natural habitats/heritage sites/river pollution.

•

Refugees

•

There is frequently a surprising amount of litter along high street near the west entrance to town. There is also
always dog poo along the path towards the church despite bins being provided—that is very frustrating

•

Litter, litter, litter and… litter.

•

The Park and Ride that will destroy the village and Stapleford and Shelford in time as they will build all along it.

•

I am very concerned that Cheveley Park Farms been able to buy Home Farm, make hollow assurances at the time
of maintaining it as a farm - only to proactively masterplan the entire area to build 1000s of houses, and
effectively destroy the village as we know it... and are actively supporting the proposed Park and Ride
development (on their land) to facilitate this. Underhand, arguably dubious manipulation of the planning
process, and incredibly hostile to the village.

•

Traffic coming from the George Inn towards the school, after the bridge, it is dangerous as cars comes at
medium-high speed and at peak hours for the school a lot of cars are parked. More street signs for cars coming
from the George could help.

•

Traffic speed and volume is my big concern. A lot of effort has gone into the village itself but there has been no
interest shown to vehicle speed and volume along Sawston road where Babraham residents also live

•

A major development of current farming land

•

Street lighting is weak, cars do not respect current speed limits

•

Park and ride and guided busway

•

Limited street lighting and lack of visibility on some roads is difficult during the winter days. Also presents
opportunities for crime.
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Some respondents added comments under ‘Other’:
•

No more developments, plenty of similar options close by.

•

lighting on cycling paths

•

It would be great to have a properly functioning multipurpose village hall

•

These appear to be questions to be asked if the village is subject to housing development and economic growth
rather than the current village status.

•

Babraham Institute/Cheveley Park Farm required to engage in supporting village economically protecting our
village heritage.

•

What’s a hub? What is a shared working facility is that job sharing?

•

Again, I don’t get an option to say I don’t want a village hub - it’s a village!! Why should I want shared working
space if I don’t want any more business here?

•

I don’t want business in the village so question not appropriate

A follow-up question asked: ‘What other aspirations do you have for Babraham’s development in the future?’.
Responses were:
•

I feel that the proposed plans for the future of Babraham would be of too large a scale and ultimately destroy
the character of the village and be detrimental to the natural environment of the village

•

Would love to see more spaces where children can play and families can meet

•

More holistic planning, so that future small-scale development is sustainable (with cycle paths, eco-housing,
electric car points) and sensitively designed (following rural character of the old village housing) and balanced
with substantial protection for the environment (lots of open areas, woodland areas and a fully protected Granta
river)

•

I would like to preserve the current character of the village. Some limited and clever development would have a
positive effect on the quality of life of the existing residents. I am afraid that any medium and especially largescale development would be detrimental.

•

I should like all residents to read Oliver Rackham’s books and put the principles into practice

•

Preserve the countryside walks and wildlife habitats. Reduce the number of trucks and speeding vehicles along
the high street. Don't develop the village housing any further, and if you absolutely have to, limit to 50 to 100
house maximum and build larger properties.

•

No more development

•

Not to erase centuries of agricultural and more recently limited research developments (Institute) by allowing
large scale real estate developments

•

The parish has a great green and old architectural heritage which must be preserved. Any disruption of the
landscape, the green fields, tree cuts without preserving the shape etc. or activities disrupting wildlife to be
avoided. I would like very much the parish to evolve as a place where it is good to live and where people care
about nature, health and safety

•

Children’s playground

•

To be a community of people who care about our village, it's life and surroundings. Keeping it the special place
got is.

•

Please do something about parking on the streets. It is absolutely crazy to drive through the village at the
moment. Also, it would be great if there was a parking limit around the school between 8.45-9.15 am and 3.003.30 pm when people bring/collect their children. I counted once and out of 20 cars 9 belonged to people driving
their gods from other villages to go for a walk. They blocked the space for working parents who can't park to
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drop their children to school. It is outrageous. Some of us are constantly late for work because of lack of parking
space around the school, which it taken by people who don't work and could come later. Time limit during busy
hours would be the best idea to make the journey via village easier. And it would perhaps stop people bringing
their dogs to fouling the neighbourhood.
•

Probably to try and have more community events.

•

We should not feel intimidated by the CPF plans for a huge development, but fight against it. They were not
selected the first time round, it should be possible to be rejected again. Join forces with Sawston and Abington
PCs, as they will be affected by the proposed development as well

•

Village hub of shops supporting local

•

preserve the character of the village

•

The village will come under pressure to expand particularly after the bus route - we need to take control of that
rather than rejecting it outright.

•

This is a very confusing question to answer as it is unclear of future development plans of the institute and
proposed economic growth in the emerging GC local plan.

•

You have not mentioned CSET Busway or the Park 'n Ride, both of which will be disastrous for the village

•

I come back to my first point. I would love the village to keep its integrity. It doesn’t need a face-lift.

•

None we have just had 168 houses built in our Parish. The development will be taken over by the Farm and the
Campus we can only try and get a say with this NP

•

I acknowledge the challenge; however, I hope (i) the appalling development ambition of Cheveley Park farm is
halted, and called out for the "asset-stripping" it is; (ii) the village resets its subservient relationship with the
Babraham research Institute, and more assertively seeks parity of access to their grounds, which make up about
half of the parish; and (iii) progress is made on developing village hub(s) that encourage communal activities

•

Better broadband but probably not in the Parish’s gift. Nice little deli/paper shop and occasional restaurant

•

I think it is good for Babraham to grow a bit, but no way to have thousands of extra houses

•

I think as a small village with both Sawston and Cambridge very accessible to us, we don’t need to focus on
expanding or making Babraham a ‘hub’. Instead, we should put our efforts into protecting our environment and
being a forward-thinking village in terms of habitat protection

•

None at all

•

I moved to this village as we wanted quiet village life and want it to stay how it is.

•

Keep Babraham a small village without sprawling development

•

Don’t want massive expansion of Institute

•

Development of a small High Street with more local shops and retailers

•

I do not want a park and ride built in the village. It will cause more traffic and more parking problems within the
village. I would like to see lorries and coaches etc. stopped from driving through the village. There are other
safer routes they could easily access and use. Lorries and coaches etc. are a major problem when driving to drive
safely over the bridge in the village. Also, by the school at drop off and pick up times when school opens and
closes.
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3.v. BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

A follow-up question asked: ‘Please help us understand the reason for your answer’. Responses were:
•

I think there is plenty of business development in the Parish already, between the Babraham Research Campus
and Copley Hill Business Park.

•

There will be further development of the BI, as it will be taken out of the green belt. I don't think we need
anything of similar scale in the village. Some facilities for small businesses might be good.

•

The existing science park and agricultural concerns may need to expand/adapt, but I don’t think new business
development is required

•

Protect the rural village character and quality as a priority.

•

The BRC is already very large and dominates the village. The desires of BRC management to continue to increase
development on site is detrimental to the village, and to the natural environment within and surrounding the
campus.

•

Babraham is just right as it is.
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•

Definitely not. Babraham campus is expanding along with Sawston and other areas close by. Will lose identity
and rural feel, not to mention no infrastructure.

•

As long as it does not require industrial buildings

•

business development may disrupt the environment which is a natural and national treasure and must be
preserved

•

Don’t want increase in traffic and parking

•

It depends on the kind of business and its impact on the village. Small enterprises/micro enterprises could fit
into the village scene more easily than larger businesses.

•

I feel we could only accommodate small local businesses within the village.

•

There is only limited small spaces for new businesses, I think that would be acceptable.

•

It is a small village. The Research Campus is enough

•

For the size of the village, I am not sure what sort of business could thrive here.

•

Some small businesses would be welcomed. The institute is bound to grow, this is more than enough for a small
village like Babraham

•

Would mean more heavy traffic through village

•

I wouldn’t mind a bakery, post office, local market kind of shop but would be against anything large or not
meeting some sort of daily need (e.g. betting shops, retail, etc.)

•

Supporting local SME and independent businesses

•

What type and size of business, is it relevant to Babraham and residents? No warehouse and industrial estate

•

Shop in the village would be welcomed as a viable long-term business.

•

the institute is more than enough for a small village like Babraham

•

There is a move for much more home working whether your own business or working for others. Social
environments are going to be critical.

•

The use of existing building stock for businesses should not impact too greatly on the residential / farming
nature of the village.

•

Although I have a business, it is home based. There are plenty of business facilities close by

•

Small business only

•

This is rather a leading question. What sort of business, employment does the NP group perceive? office, light
industry? The Institute in the Cambridge Green Belt has proposals in the emerging GC local plan to grow towards
Cambridge. it is concerning that such growth should further erode the Green Belt which is designated to prevent
urban sprawl and protect the character of Cambridge City and S Cambs villages.

•

Babraham Institute/Campus/Copley Hill possible plans to develop in the future

•

Working from home should be encouraged, but large-scale businesses off any kind avoided

•

We wouldn’t mind having a local shop/cafe/post office, but would not want lots of commercial development

•

It depends on the type of business. Cottage industries best suited.

•

We have so many Businesses in the Parish now, Copley, Campus and the Farm etc.

•

A facility for hot-desking / business meetings could be interesting and useful, however not anything that would
increase vehicular traffic unduly

•

I don't want more traffic

•

The research campus is large and unattractive. Smaller scale business would potentially be ok
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•

The Institute already dominates Babraham but adds nothing to the community. I would like to see development
that enhance village life

•

We have a large BRC dominating our village which is plenty

•

Loss of green field areas

•

We have Babraham Campus, we have Granta and we have Cambridge. Am not sure we need additional focus on
top of the focus we already have!

•

To many small individuals are starting up causing more traffic flow in the village complete with speeding vans
etc.

•

It’s a village - not a business park

•

It depends on the type of business

•

It’s a residential area not appropriate for business

•

Favour small independent businesses

•

There is enough at the Babraham Institute already

•

Babraham Institute does not need to expand any more onto green belt land.
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